Garden Sprayers / Drill Water Pump

Garden Hand
Spray Gun

Adjusts from mist to powerful stream.
Features a zinc alloy body, brass
nozzle and Comfort-grip handle. With a
solid brass 12.7mm hose connector.

Gardening

		
Garden Spray Gun
		
This tough zinc alloy spray gun
features a trigger action spray control,
flow adjuster with an auto lock system. Fitted with
a solid brass quick release 12.7mm hose connector.
Adjusts from mist to powerful stream.

with brass
connector
with brass
connector
FAIHOSEGSGUN
£10.07 Ex VAT £12.08 Inc VAT

Garden Spray
9 Pattern

The spray gun delivers nine patterns cone, fan, flat, angle, jet, mist, soaker,
shower and quad - by turning the front
facing selector nozzle to one of nine
positions. The gun features a plastic
body, comfort-grip handle and a
12.7mm brass male connector.

with brass
connector
FAIHOSEGS
£11.80 Ex VAT £14.16 Inc VAT

Drill Powered
Water Pump

This pump is designed for use with an
electric power drill and a hose pipe. It is
ideal when watering the garden from a
water butt and for emptying sinks, paddling
pools, flood water etc. Includes two 1/2in
connectors The maximum capacity is 660
litres (145 gallons) per hour. Maximum
priming height of 10M. (Not for use with
volatile or flammable liquids).

FAIHOSESPRAY
£6.38 Ex VAT £7.66 Inc VAT

Garden Spray Kit

The ideal watering accessory starter kit for making the best use of a garden hose.
The spray gun delivers 9 patterns - cone, fan, flat, angle, jet, mist, soaker, shower
and quad. The gun features a plastic body, comfort-grip handle and a brass
male connector. The kit contains the necessary fittings for attaching a hose to an
outside tap with a 12.7mm or 19mm diameter, plus all the necessary adaptors for
connecting both the hose and the gun to the water supply.
The handy hose mender doubles as an
extender for connecting two lengths
of hose to create a longer run.

with brass

5

connectors
& adaptors

PIECE SET

Contents:
9 pattern Spray Gun
Female Hose Connector
Female Water Stop Connector
Hose Mender
Dual Tap Connector
FAIHOSEGSK5
£30.22 Ex VAT £36.26 Inc VAT

Maximum drill speed 3,400rpm.
Dry running limit 12 seconds.

CAUTION - Do Not Run Dry

FAIWPUMP
£10.26 Ex VAT £12.31 Inc VAT
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